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The model name "RL" is an abbreviation for "Refined Luxury. The first-generation Acura RL was
a rebadged version of the third-generation Honda Legend, and was first introduced to the North
American market in , to replace the second-generation Acura Legend. The second-generation
Acura RL was a rebadged version of the fourth-generation Honda Legend, introduced to the
North American market in September , as a model. This iteration of the RL received an extensive
mid-generational facelift for the model year, and a further update for The third-generation
debuted for the model year as the Acura RLX. In , Acura introduced the Acura 3. Acura dropped
the Legend name when market research showed that consumers referred to Acura products by
their model names, "Legend" and "Integra," and did not necessarily associate the names with
Honda's "Acura" brand. The 3. In late , the 3. The suspension and chassis were stiffened, and
new alloy wheels were offered. In , a larger navigation system screen was added for the model
year. Along with that larger screen came the conversion to easy-to-replace DVD map databases.
In , the model year 3. More insulation was added in the engine compartment for In , RL's
received clear turn signal lenses in the rear lights, another new alloy wheel design, and various
interior upgrades including new color schemes. For model year , the 3. The â€” 3. The RL was
also the last Acura to use the numeric designation i. The new-generation car, known internally
as "KB1," was launched in late for the model year. It integrates active differentials with the
all-wheel-drive system and traction control to improve handling, similar to the "ATTS" system
featured on the Honda Prelude SH. At the time of its introduction, the Acura RL's SH-AWD was
the first all-wheel-drive system to vary the distribution of power not only from front to back, but
also side to side in the rear using a technique called torque vectoring. As the car speeds around
a curve, torque vectored to the outside rear wheel will push the rear end around the curve
faster, just as paddling the outside oar of a row boat faster than the inside oar will cause the
row boat to turn, to minimize the understeer common in front-heavy vehicles. The
second-generation RL uses a newer design degree J-series 3. To give the car a more sporty
feel, the car featured drive-by-wire throttle control and a five-speed sequential sport shifting
automatic transmission with shift paddles mounted on the steering wheel. A first for the RL was
the use of aluminum 4-piston front brake calipers over These multi-piston calipers derived from
racing applications, are extremely rigid. In the rear, New features on the RL included a keyless
entry system which allowed the driver to both lock and unlock the car by touching the door
handle, without having to use the remote control, and a keyless start system. Always on,
whether the stereo was on or not, ANC took input from two microphones placed in the cabin to
analyze drivetrain-related low-frequency sound waves entering the cabin. The ANC sent
information to the sound system to create a precisely shaped and timed reverse-phased audio
signal from the door speakers and the subwoofer. The result was a dramatic reduction in engine
and exhaust noise. XM Satellite Radio , integrated Bluetooth hands-free technology for wireless
phone use, voice recognition technology with over voice commands to control navigation
system and displays, wireless phone, audio system, heating and ventilation controls rounded
out the cabin's technological features. Heating and air conditioning systems were tied into a
solar sensor and GPS positioning so that cabin temperature remained constant in a mixed sun
and shade situation. Based on sun position and cabin orientation, the system could
automatically send additional cooling air to the sunny side of the car to keep that occupant
comfortable, while not freezing out the occupant on the shady side. The Alpine Electronics
DVD-based navigation system was integrated with an 8-inch LCD display and a multi-use
Interface Dial, which could move up, down, left and right like a mouse, turn like a knob, scroll
through preset menus, and click when pushed to act as a selector button. Unlike many in-car
navigation systems, the Alpine DVD-based navigation unit allowed the driver to change
destinations and routes "on the fly" while driving, rather than being locked out unless the car
was in Park. The tightly integrated voice recognition system worked with the navigation system
and could recognize spoken city and street names. Also unique at the time was two-way
communication via AcuraLink satellite communication. Using a facility of XM Radio service, the
system could send a variety of messages to the car, including service appointment reminders
appointments first made via Internet or important messages such as recall notices. The use of
OnStar was carried over from the previous generation RL. Other new RL features included the
Active Front Lighting System , in which the high intensity discharge headlamps swiveled in
concert with the steering up to twenty degrees, for improved night cornering vision. Light
emitting diodes LED replaced traditional incandescent bulbs in the tail and brake lights, the turn
signals integrated in the side mirror housings, and many interior cabin lights. The RL was also
the first Honda vehicle to use the Advanced Compatibility Engineering ACE body structure,
which has since proliferated throughout every newly introduced Honda and Acura vehicle
design. The ACE structure features extensive use of high-tensile steel and lightweight
aluminum components in a front-mounted polygonal main frame, designed to engage vehicles

of differing size and weight in a frontal collision and spread the forces through multiple
structural pathways, while preventing or minimizing cabin deformation. In practical terms, this
means in an SUV versus ACE structure car collision, there is a greater chance that the ACE
body structure will engage with the SUV's frame and dissipate collision forces around the
passenger compartment. In more conventional non-ACE car structures, the SUV frame has a
much greater chance of missing or over-riding the conventional car's major structural
components and a greater chance of deforming the passenger compartment. The RL car
structure made extensive use of somewhat "exotic" materials for a car at this price point. These
included aluminum alloy in the hood, front fenders, trunk lid and frame, front and rear
subframes, suspension arms, front knuckles and bumper beams. Magnesium was used in the
intake manifold, and the two-piece center drive shaft was made of a carbon reinforced
composite. The new RL featured extensive aerodynamic design treatment including details such
as industry-first flush side glass, plus underbody covers and diffusers to reduce lift, resulting in
a very low drag coefficient of 0. The previously standard color-matched mud guards were
removed in All models had a slight change to the navigation system that allowed the installation
of an optional rearview camera. Base model cars were well equipped, but deleted certain
features such as the navigation system and Adaptive Front Lighting System AFS , and
substituted plastic simulated wood for the dashboard maple wood trim. Technology Package
cars were essentially the same as the and standard models, coming with navigation and AFS,
while adding as standard equipment a rear backup camera and a 3. As noted above, the MP3
audio player feature really usable for any device with a 3. An integrated rearview camera was
added to the top two trim levels. An integrated rearview camera could be added to the
non-navigation Base model as a dealer installed option. The Base model optional rearview
camera was installed in the same manner and position as on the models, mounted dead center
in the trunk trim, with the trunk release button displaced to the right of center passenger side. In
and , all models came standard with "genuine curly maple wood dashboard trim. OnStar was
deleted as a feature from all trim levels. Colors were added and deleted. The Acura RL
continued unchanged in the U. The dealer-installed package consisted of a body kit, badging,
revised suspension and different wheels. The performance part of the package included the
A-Spec sport suspension and A-Spec inch alloy wheels, which allowed the use of more
sports-oriented lower profile tires. The A-Spec sport suspension changed out the four spring
and damper shock absorber strut assemblies. The A-Spec suspension featured lowering
springs approximately 0. The ride was stiffer, but not overly so, and handling was improved with
less body roll, more controlled cornering and enhanced feel. The other A-Spec performance
upgrade was A-Spec 18x8 inch alloy wheels, a spoke lightweight design about the same weight
as the 5-spoke 17x8 inch OEM wheels. The A-Spec appearance package consisted of a front air
dam, side skirts, rear bumper air diffuser and a subtle trunk decklid lip style spoiler, all
designed to give the car a more aggressive "aero" look. The parts came pre-painted from the
factory to match factory colors. All parts were dealer installable. As of the mid-model change,
A-Spec options were no longer offered. There is a widely held [ by whom? More aggressive
"aero" look body work was also standard, and a revised trunk decklid spoiler was made
available as a dealer installed option. The revised sedan was released on July 1, to dealerships.
The engine is upgraded to 3. While on paper, the engine may seem to be the same unit as
shared with the Acura MDX , it is actually a variant that introduces, for the first time ever on an
SOHC Honda V6 , an implementation of the Honda VTEC variable valve train technology on both
intake and exhaust for improved horsepower and torque. Implementation of the SH-AWD was
adjusted for earlier intervention and a greater rear-wheel bias for better handling dynamics. The
MMC RL suspension was upgraded with higher-rate coil springs, larger diameter anti-sway bars
and stiffer bushings all around. Inside, the front seats were revised for greater comfort and to
allow a slight increase in rear leg room. The passenger front seat received the same full way
power control as the driver's seat. Both front seats featured active head restraint systems, and
the existing seat-heating feature was supplemented by six levels of cooling ventilation. Controls
for heating and air conditioning were simplified, and additional individual vent controls were
added for the driver and passenger. Simulated woodgrain trim was added to the steering wheel
and the top of the shifter, to emphasize the RL's upscale aspirations compared to its less costly
TL and TSX siblings. Additional insulation, improved acoustic isolation windshield design, and
a new implementation of the Active Noise Cancellation system ANC combined to make the RL's
interior quieter in a variety of conditions. Whereas the former ANC was set to cancel out only
low frequency boominess from the engine and exhaust, the MMC system, called Active Sound
Control, was expanded in its range to cancel some higher frequency road and tire noise as well.
Unlike its predecessor ANC, Active Sound Control was now linked to throttle position and
engine RPM to provide a quieter cockpit during normal cruising, yet allowed more of the new 3.

When the system was in "accept commands" mode, the new microphone system provided more
accurate system "understanding" of the driver's voice. Extraneous sounds, such as other
voices in the cabin and wind noise, were better distinguished and filtered out by the dual
microphone system. Directionality was removed when an HFL voice call was established, so
that all passengers could still participate in a phone call as in the pre-MMC model. The new dual
microphone system used real estate in the overhead console that was previously used in the
and models for OnStar control electronics. The number of voice recognition commands was
increased to over , [19] up from [20] previously. The DVD-based navigation system improved on
previous XM satellite-linked traffic flow reporting, adding continuously updated real-time
weather reporting and the capability to reroute based on current traffic conditions. The DVD
Audio-capable speaker sound system remained, but integration with the audio system was
improved with the addition of Bluetooth stereo and a USB port that allowed integration and
operation of Apple iPod and other MP3 type devices. Also new was the ability to display iPod or
other MP3 device such as a USB flash memory device folder and playlist information on the
car's 8-inch central navigation display screen. New shifter and center console arrangements
were added, including a Sport mode. The steering wheel paddle shifters were reprogrammed for
faster response, and the paddle shifters could be operated in both Drive and Sport modes. In
pre-MMC models, the gear selector had to be put in manual mode for the paddle shifters to
operate. In exterior length, the RL grew slightly by 2. The height grew by a scant 0. One of the
most controversial features of the RL was its "Power Plenum" grille design, the first of three
similar designs that was soon joined by the second-generation Acura TSX and the
fourth-generation Acura TL. Curb weights increased for Colors were also added and deleted.
The Acura RL continued with few changes in the U. The six-speed automatic transmission, first
introduced on the Acura ZDX , finally replaced the RL's five-speed automatic, long criticized by
the press as outdated. Power folding mirrors had been available in markets other than North
America since the introduction in Japan. A host of other features had also been available since
the car's introduction in late , some of which are detailed in the Safety section below. The RL
exterior was updated for with a toned-down version of the controversial "power plenum" front
grille. Inside, the RL offered a new interior color Sea Coast , new Dark Burlwood interior trim,
and thin-thread stitching on the steering wheel. Unique new 18" x 8" diameter spoke aluminum
wheels included a new noise quieting technology: a polypropylene "Helmholtz resonator" that
encircled the center portion of the inside of the wheel. The resonator served to suppress
specific frequencies between and hertz, and in combination with increased floorboard
insulation, decreased interior noise by 1. The new wheels appeared to be conventional alloy
wheels modified to incorporate an internal noise reduction device. A diagram showed an
elastomer-type ring with multiple hollow chambers surrounding the center line of the wheel
circumference. This resonator was designed to absorb the resonances generated by rough road
surfaces such as highway seams. The Acura RL appears to be a carryover from the refresh with
no substantive changes. The car also garnered a CNET. While critically acclaimed, sales have
not met expectations. Despite the mid-generational update in , only 2, cars were sold in the U.
Enthusiasts and dealers said that the RL was not competitive because it lacked the full-size
dimensions the back seat was regarded as tight for a car of this size , [38] a V8 engine
performance option, and the better handling and balanced rear-wheel drive of its larger rivals in
the mid-luxury segment. Other competitors that were midway through their model cycle, such
as the BMW i and â€”08 Audi A6 3. Some have suggested that the Acura RL's failure in the
market was due to its initial pricing which was perceived to be out of its bracket. Honda Japan
believed that the new RL offered more features and performance than the base version of its
luxury competitors i. Furthermore, they did not perceive the Acura brand as being on par with
its German rivals Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz and expected more value from the Japanese
marque, particularly with Acura's more expensive offerings as opposed to entry-level offerings
like the Acura TL which were much more successful in their price brackets. In , the new
generation of the Acura TL was released. In October , the Acura RL was named by Consumer
Reports [49] as the most reliable new car among luxury sedans, one of five Honda models so
honored in their respective categories. From to , Acura RL has been ranked 1 and has achieved
the best car safety score The "Good" scores continued for all tests conducted on the model. If
the driver gets dangerously close and does not take evasive action, the RL first provides visible
and audible alerts. If the driver does not respond, the electronic pretensioning seatbelt system
tugs on the shoulder belts. If the driver still does not react and the collision is deemed
unavoidable, the RL retracts and locks seatbelts and brakes hard. Depending on the situation,
all three stages may blend together as if one. The driver selected a cruise speed and could set a
timed following distance of 2. When the ACC detected a target at any distance up to feet ahead,
the engine throttle would be modulated to keep the timed following distance. If throttle

modulation did not provide enough slowing, the car would also apply the brakes to help
maintain the chosen distance. Michelin PAX System run-flat tires require special equipment to
replace them. Such equipment is available only at a limited number of specially certified tire and
car dealerships. Unlike Honda dealers, Acura dealers were not required to become PAX certified
service centers, which included expensive training and specialized machinery. For warranty and
safety reasons, it is not recommended that owners of PAX equipped vehicles switch to another
type of tire assembly. Some hope that the PAX tire supply will not run out and that they will be
continued to be produced on a specialty basis, just as the ill-fated Michelin TRX system tires are
still produced today. Reasons for discontinuing the PAX run-flat system were several, one big
reason probably being the class-action suit against Honda and Michelin. While RLs have
reportedly low incidence of complaints with the premium Michelin Pilot MXM4 all season tires,
the opposite was true of the top-of-the-line Honda Odyssey Touring model minivan equipped
with Michelin Energy LX4 PAX tires that allegedly did not live up to their promise of long tread
life and easy replacement. In addition, during this time, Michelin announced that due to the low
general acceptance of the PAX technology throughout the industry, new PAX development
would be stopped, although tires would be provided for the foreseeable future. On the safety
front, it is also worth noting that the Honda Legend, the name under which the RL is marketed in
most of the rest of the world where there is no Acura brand, offers some additional optional
safety features. The LKAS [60] [61] can, with the assistance of a front windshield mounted
CMOS camera, make small steering adjustments using the car's Electric Power Steering EPS
system to keep a car in its lane so long as the radius of the turn was more than meters, which
was the then-legal minimum in Japan. The LKAS would relinquish control at the slightest
steering input by the driver, so the driver retained control at all times. The night vision system
used a separate heads-up type display reflected from the front lower center windshield. Far
infrared technology cameras do not require an infrared light source as near infrared technology
cameras do, and the software was able to detect human-like figures, surround the image with a
red box and give audible caution tones. Bumper-mounted cameras gave the driver a view out at
each front corner to assist in parking, and also to see the amount of clearance down the road if
the car were in an alley-like situation, where driver vision around the corner would require
moving much of the car out into the path of possible oncoming traffic. The pop-up hood used a
series of sensors that could detect a pedestrian -like object being thrown onto the hood. There
have been two recalls on the second-generation Acura RL, based on defects in parts used in
both Acura and Honda vehicles. In December , certain â€” model Acura RLs were subject to a
safety recall for the power steering hose. Oil leaking onto a hot catalytic converter will generate
smoke and possibly lead to an under-hood fire. Affected vehicles were to be inspected and
repaired, as applicable, at no charge. In December , certain â€” model Acura RLs were subject
to a safety recall for potential leaking of the brake master cylinder seal. If the seal is damaged, it
can result in a brake fluid leak under certain conditions. If the driver continues to drive the
vehicle after receiving this message without refilling the brake fluid reservoir, it could result in a
brake pedal that feels soft or spongy, and may eventually affect braking performance,
increasing the risk of a crash. The initial available trim of the RLX will be front-wheel drive; later
the all-wheel drive version will be released featuring a horsepower hybrid engine mated to a
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More about the RL. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain
Center and rear limited slip differential yes Drive type All wheel drive Transmission 5-speed
shiftable automatic mechanical center differential yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque
lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature Reverse tilt dual mirrors provides
curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power
door locks yes Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer
yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat
Dimensions bucket front seats yes multi-level heating driver seat yes Front leg room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0. Length Ground
clearance 5. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to
the RL. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear
suspension yes double wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr.
Drivetrain 6 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See RL Inventory. Sign Up. Ebony, leather
Parchment, leather Taupe, leather. See RL Inventory. Rear-drive, V8-equipped competitors offer
more performance and prestige, but if you're looking for an all-wheel-drive luxury sedan loaded
with amenities, you won't find a better qualified candidate than the Acura RL. In recent years,
though, the company has revived its fortunes with the midsize TL and compact TSX, both of
which are capable premium sedans that offer value, performance and luxury all in one package.
Last year, Acura pulled the wraps off its all-new full-size RL flagship and the big sedan is a
technological marvel. In the past, the Acura RL was hampered by its front-wheel-drive
configuration, but the new model is all-wheel drive. In the RL it sends varying degrees of power
to each individual wheel to help get you around corners faster. And if things get slippery just
going in a straight line it will help you there, too. It sounds like Japanese techno overkill, but it
works. Keep your foot in the gas, point it in the right direction and the computer does the rest.
In the other cars, all-wheel drive is almost an afterthought. In the Acura RL, it's as important to
its performance as the engine itself. Of course, the 3. With horsepower and pound-feet of
torque, it gets the Acura car to 60 seconds in all of 7. Another innovative feature is Acura's
satellite-based real-time traffic information system. This system works through the navigation
system to provide drivers with up-to-the-minute traffic and road information, which makes
navigating large urban areas a breeze. This technology complements a cabin whose premium
materials and exacting build quality meet the standards set by top luxury competitors. The RL
integrates performance, luxury and technology into a fresh, good-looking package. The fact that
you still can't get a V8 in this large sedan may be a turn-off for buyers who crave low-end
torque, but for those who appreciate all the other elements that go into a good luxury sedan and
need all-weather capability, the Acura RL is certainly worth consideration. The Acura RL is a
large luxury sedan that seats five. It's available in one fully loaded model that includes leather
upholstery, a sunroof, power-adjustable and heated front seats, a memory feature for the driver
seat and a speaker Bose surround sound audio system that can play music in both DVD-A and
CD formats. The automatic climate control system uses satellite data to help determine time of
day and the direction of the sun against the car to appropriately adjust interior comfort levels.
Other standard features include inch alloy wheels; adaptive HID headlights that swivel
according to steering input; a voice-activated navigation system with real-time traffic
information; a keyless access and startup system; OnStar telematics; and a Bluetooth interface
for cell phone users. Adaptive cruise control and run-flat tires are optional. The Acura RL comes
with only one engine and transmission. Under the hood is a hp, 3. The transmission is a
five-speed automatic with a shift-it-yourself feature. Zero to 60 mph takes 7. All RLs have a
sophisticated all-wheel-drive system than can quickly appropriate torque front-to-back or

side-to-side, depending on which wheels need it for optimum traction and handling. Four-wheel
antilock disc brakes, seat-mounted side airbags for front occupants, full-length side curtain
airbags and stability control are all standard equipment. A collision mitigation braking system is
optional. This system monitors for imminent impact and alerts the driver, tightens the seatbelts
and slows the vehicle. The V6 offers plenty of power but lacks the low-end grunt that could be
provided by a V8. The engine is nonetheless smooth and very quiet, while the five-speed
automatic transmission shifts up and down in an almost invisible fashion. The sophisticated
all-wheel-drive system makes the full-size Acura car more fun to drive hard than you'd expect
and virtually ensures that the car will go right where the driver intends. Throw in a little winter
weather and the well-rounded Acura RL is hard to beat. The interior of the Acura RL is befitting
of a true luxury car. The high-quality ensemble includes LED gauges and a state-of-the-art
navigation system that works painlessly with maps that are bright, detailed and easy to read.
The center stack is designed for simplicity; one large knob combined with smaller selection
buttons makes it easy to access the RL's impressive computing power. However, picking your
way through the controls to make simple climate adjustments requires a little more effort than it
should. An Active Noise Cancellation system uses the Bose audio system to cancel out sound
waves from road and exhaust noise. The audio system not only sounds great, it comes with a
year of satellite radio. Available styles include 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Acura RL. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. V6 lacks the low-end grunt of a V8, some interior
materials seem low-grade for this class. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A new Technology package is available on the
Acura RL. The package includes three new features. The first is a collision mitigation braking
system. Acura says the system uses a special radar unit mounted inside the grille to monitor for
imminent frontal impacts and can help to prevent or lessen their severity by alerting the driver,
tightening the seatbelts and slowing the vehicle with the brakes. The second feature is an
adaptive cruise control system; it, too, is tied into the radar unit. In other news, horsepower
drops from to due to new SAE testing procedures. Read more. Write a review See all 99 reviews.
My "new" used RL. I am a car guy. Have owned three beemers, four Mercedes, a couple of 3rd
generation RX-7s, etc. I am now a dad with two youngsters and decided to go "practical" and
buy a responsible used car. After much research settled on a very, very clean RL. While it does
not have the marquee value of my last to Mercedes, it's a pretty darn nice car and one heck of a
value. Paid about 20K for a car that listed for 50K new and still has very few signs of wear and
tear. Interior features are just great. Voice recognition isn't perfect but everything else is spot
on. You really feel coddled in the cockpit. Stereo is best I've experienced, materials are top
notch. Read less. Just bought one - Pleased so far. I just bought a Acura RL. I haven't owned
the car long enough to give credible Reliability ratings, but I am very impressed with the car's
handling, brakes, "solid" feel, quiet interior, sound system and navigation system. A warning I
should pass on to potential buyers is to test drive the care and beware of a speed dependent
whistling noise sort of like blowing over a empty coke bottle. Being a harmonic, I suspect it
would also reappear and disappear at twice those speeds, too. The RL I bought exhibited this
noise on the test drive and I insisted it be fixed in order for me to buy the car. It turned out to be
a fairly expensive repair. The noise is caused by a bad center carrier bearing on the rear
driveshaft. Attention Acura engineers!!! If you read these reviews how about designing a
driveshaft assembly that has mechanic-friendly easily replaced components? Your driveshaft is
carbon fiber and ought to last for centuries, but bearings do go bad and ought to be easily
replaceable. If I hadn't insisted on this fix before purchasing the car, and had to pay for this out
of pocket, I would have been very upset. Best value on the market for AWD. You can get more
practical AWD vehicles, and you can get faster AWD vehicles, but the 2nd generation RL is the
best value in the sweet spot of high performance and high reliability with the added control and
safety of AWD. Have performed only regular maintenance in 2 years since. The torque
distribution is even shown on a neat bar graph display within the instrument cluster. Tons of

cutting edge for luxury items standard. I really like putting up the automatic rear sunshade for
my 2 year old manual sunshades for the rear windows also are standard. Xenon headlamps
standard and they even turn in curves to illuminate more of the road. And when you just want to
cruise it gets you there in supreme, quiet comfort. I absolutely love my RL. Update, July still
love my RL. Bought the car July , wife agrees with me that it is the nicest, most luxurious and
fun car we ever owned. Just a total pleasure to drive. Power, comfort, sound system: everything
is great BUT: we are on the third battery in 2 years, left us stranded twice. Dealer can find
nothing wrong with the electrical system, very frustrating-- waiting for the next time we get
stuck. See all 99 reviews of the Used Acura RL. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the RL. Sign Up.
So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your ti
98 kawasaki bayou 300
sonic electronix ebay
e46 oil drain plug torque
me wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. While driving at night, on numerous occasions the right headlight would flicker
intermittently and then go out completely. You have to turn headlight switch off and then back
on for the headlight to come back on. I have concerns for me and my family's safety. Please
investigate for a possible recall order on this make and model, thank you. While driving at night
headlights do not illuminate the road far enough ahead, creating dangerous driving cituations,
Acura dealership 3 times and Acura help center tell me this is a "characteristic" of this model.
This is not acceptible, as the vehicle is a hazard to drive at night. Please help as I believe Acura
is ignoring a engineering mistake and calling it a charactristic! Search CarComplaints. Not what
you are looking for? Search for something else:.

